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Crystaletts® Button Peyote Triangle 
7 Crystaletts® buttons, 165 11° Cylinder beads A,  
35-56 15° seed beads B 
 
Thread a needle with 2 yards of thread, knot ends together and trim close to knot. 
1.Pick up 3 A beads and 1 Crystaletts Button, pass the needle between the two 
strands.  Pull the thread snug and position the button face down, pass through the 
first bead strung, keeping the knot between the beads. Figure 1. 
 
2 .Pick up 2 A beads and pass through the next bead, repeat 2 more times and 
step up through the first bead of the first pair added in this step. Figure 2. 
 
3. Pick up 2 A beads and pass through the second bead in this pair from round 2, 
peyote 1 A bead.  Repeat 2 more times and step up, exiting the first bead of the 
first pair added in this round. Figure 3 blue beads 
 
4. *Pick up 1 A bead, 1 button, 1 A bead and pass through the next bead of the 
pair, peyote  with A beads to the next corner.  Repeat from * 2 times and step up. 
Figure 3 brown beads 
 
5. *Pick up 1 A bead, pass through the button shank, pick up 1 A bead and pass 
through the second bead in the corner pair, Peyote with A beads to the next corner 
pair. Repeat from * 2 times and step up.figure 3 orange beads 
 
6.-7  Peyote around with A beads, adding pairs of A beads at each corner and step 
up after each round. Figure 4 blue beads, green beads 
 
8.-9. Repeat rows 4 and 5. Figure 4 green beads, purple beads 
 
10. Peyote around with A beads, add pairs of A beads at the corners. 
 
11. Pick up 6 B beads, pass through the first B bead strung, continue through the 
second A bead of the current pair. Peyote around the triangle with B beads.  
Weave in thread and finish off or add surface embellishment between buttons.  
“Stitch in the ditch” with B beads between the buttons.  Weave in the thread and 
clip. 
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